
POLICE	TRAINING	INSTITUTE	PRESENTS	

4-Day”	"Automotive and Foot Shadowing" Practical	Mobile	Surveillance	for
Narcotics,	Vice,	Intelligence,	Gang,	InternalAffairs	and	Task	Force	Units

Date:	March 3rd  - 6th, 	2025	LA HIDTA 5801 E. Slauson Ave, Commerce, CA				

TUITION: $495  
PAYMENT: Credit Card, Check or Cash 
HOSTED BY: P.T.I./LA HIDTA
HOSTED AT: LA HIDTA Training Center 
LOCATION: 5801 E. Slauson Ave
Commerce, CA 90040

REGISTRATION: 

QUESTIONS: 206-484-1596 Email:	
dave@policetraininginstitute.com	
RESTRICTIONS:	LE	and	Corrections	ONLY	
Hotel:	DoubleTree Commerce, CA
Class	Hours:	8:00	am	–	4:30	pmPolice	Training	
Institute	LLC.	Po	box	2018	North	Bend,	WA	
98045	206-484-1596	

	Real	world	experience	applied	to	real	
practical	training	

			Veteran	Owned	

Attendees: This course is	designed for Officers/Detectives/Agents/Supervisors	assigned to Narcotics, Gangs, 
Intelligence,	Internal	Affairs,	Vice,	Human Trafficking, Task Forces or Specialized Units.	
Course Description: A four-day (36 hours) training program designed for law enforcement officers who routinely use surveillance 
as one of their investigative techniques. The course is designed to provide the students with the knowledge and skills to successfully 
conduct and properly document their surveillance activities.	
The training covers:	
History has shown that one of the major investigative tools used to combat crime and organized criminal organizations is       
“Surveillance”. The old age technique of surveillance coupled with today’s technology gives law enforcement officers the potential of 
locating criminals, and dismantling criminal organizations.  Surveillance is an “Art” that can only be perfected through proper training 
and a tremendous amount of practice. The old saying “practice makes perfect” does not necessarily apply. The correct saying should 
be “perfect practice makes perfect performance”. The students will experience four-days of practical hands on surveillance in realistic 
scenarios that mimic some of the complex criminal organizations and other crimes in which surveillance is needed. The practical 
scenarios challenge the student to maintain their covert role while attempting to follow the suspects.  All of the instructors for this 
course have extensive on-the-job experience in all phases of surveillance. They have also conducted numerous surveillance-training 
courses.         • Students will fully document all surveillance via notes, photographs, video, etc. • Students will brief, debrief and 
flow chart all six of the practical scenarios 

Instructors:	Dave	Redemann Detective, Seattle Police Department. Dave has been an undercover officer for 32 of his 38 years. He was assigned to a special Undercover 
Unit and a FBI task force officer that specializes in Surveillance and Undercover Operations. Dave has worked numerous long-term surveillance cases working on organized Mexican drug 
traffickers, white supremacist and organized crime groups. A number of the DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) OCDETF (Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force) cases involved almost 
round the clock surveillance for months and months on end. Dave has thousands of hours of “live” mobile and stationary surveillance. Dave was asked by the FBI to take over their “Physical 
Surveillance” school for the Washington State Criminal Justice Training Center. Dave revamped and expanded the FBI school into what it is today.   Dave has instructed this course around the 
United States as well as Internationally. 

Sgt.	Brandon	 James	Sgt., Seattle Police Department. Brandon has been a Police Officer for 16 years. He was assigned to a special Undercover Unit that specializes in Surveillance 
and Undercover Operations. Brandon has worked long-term surveillance cases working on organized Mexican drug traffickers. A number of the DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) OCDETF 
(Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force) cases involved almost round the clock surveillance for months and months on end. Brandon has thousands of hours of “live” mobile and 
stationary surveillance. Brandon assisted Dave with revamping the FBI Surveillance School. 

	www.policetraininginstitute.com	

Click Here

https://policetraininginstitutellc.regfox.com/la-hidta-surveillance-march-2025



